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In launching The Scientist, we
sought the support of distinguished
scientists and science policy makers
from around the world. Many
agreed to serve as editorial consult-
ants; their names are listed at the left.
Many more, who are not formally
associated with this newspaper,
have enthusiastically aided us be-
hind the scenes.

Naturally, in becoming estab-
lished, our association with notables
helps break down the skepticism
potential subscribers may harbor
about yet another periodical. It also
conveys a seriousness of purpose
and a high standard of quality.
While we do in fact derive great
benefit from such “acceptance by
association,” this was not our prime
reason for inviting colleagues to
serve as editorial advisers. Our ad-
visers were not invited to serve
merely as passive figureheads, who
lend us only the luster of their
names. Rather, we expect they will
actively participate in shaping The
Scientist, as many already have in
writing book reviews and articles,
and in leading us to relevant sources
and hard-to-reach experts.

Our advisers represent many
areas of the world—from New York

to Melbourne, Stanford to Shanghai,
Charlotte to Colombo, and so on.
We were eager to include repre-
sentatives of Third-World science
on our board. We expect to add
representatives of other regions and
nations, such as Japan, the Soviet
Union, France, and Africa, among
others, to bring even greater breadth
to our group of editorial consultants.
Given the far-flung distribution of
the group, you’ 11understand why we
won’t all sit down together in a con-
ference room with any regularity.
That may be for the best, for we rely
on our advisers to be “in the field”
as our eyes and ears around the
world.

Our advisers, moreover, repre-
sent many disciplines:~hy sics,
biology, chemistry, medlcme, etc.,
and, in the social sciences, science
policy, sociology, and the history of
science. We are currently studying
1S1’s citation database to help us ob-
tain a balanced representation of
scientists’ interests and activities,
which, owing to the growth and
ever-changing nature of science, is
of continuing concern.

While our advisers are largely
well-established figures, we are also
seeking the voices of the younger
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generation, who have special con- Opinion pages.
terns and perspectives. This new The participation of these col-
generation of science professionals leagues gives me encouragement
will find a forum in The Scientist. and assures me that The Scientist

As might be expected, such a will represent the concerns of
diverse group as we have gathered science professionals everywhere.
holds a diversity of opinions. Our For their participation, I am in-
advisers will from time to time dis- deed grateful. Their willingness to
agree with opinions expressed in assist us reflects the openness and
these pages, so I want to emphasize cooperative nature of science itself.
that the presence of their names does In turn, publications like The Scien-
not constitute an endorsement of tist help keep open the lines of com-
everything we print. I imagine that munication among scientists
when they disagree, you’ll be read- worldwide. =
ing their views in our Feedback or
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Tulio Arends
Ittstituto Venesolano de Investigaciones

Cientificas, Caracas

Tbeodor Benfey
Guilford CoUege, Greensboro, N.C.

Sir Walter Bodmer
Imperial Cancer Research Fund

Laboratories, London

Orio Ciferri
Embassy of Italy, Ottawa

D, Wafter Cohen
Medjcaf College of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia

Carl Djerassi
Starrford University, Stanford

William Gibson
University of Victoria, British Columbia

Paul Gross
University of Virghria, Charlottesville

Alex Keynan
Hebrew University, Jerusalem

David Kritcbevsky
Wistar institute, Philadelphia

Joshua Lederberg
The Rockefeller University,

New York

Alan Mackay
University of London

Zhores Medvedev
Natiomd Institutes for Medical Research,

London

Robert K. Merton
Columbia University, New York

Jaysnt V. Narhkar
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,

Bombay

Dorothy NeMin
Cornell University

Sir Gustav Nossal
Tbe Walter and Elkm Hall Institute of

Medical Research, Melbourne

Cyril Ponnamperrrma
Institute of Fundamental Studies, Colombo

C. C. Tan
Fudan University, Shanghai

Arnold Thackray
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

John Tooze
European Molecular Biology Organisation,

Heidelberg

Virginia Trimble
Univemity of Cahfornia, Irvine

Alvin M. Weinberg
lrratitute for Energy Analysis, Oak Ridge

John Ziman
Science Policy Support Group, London
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